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Recently,Izumiya and Marar [2] proved the following.
Theoreml. Let N beaclosed2-manifold,
Pa3-manifuld,andf : N*
stablemapping,thenwe hauethe following formula

P asmooth

IUWD: x(N)+ r(f) *\r(fl,
whereT(f) is the numberof triplepoints of f onat(fl

the numberof cross-caps.

This result is interestingbecauseit relatesthe topology of the imageto that of
the source space,while most results in topology concern only one space.This
result was later reformulatedin terms of a genericwavefront in a 3-manifold [3].
But it is readily seenthat the theorem given above implies that in [3] becausea
genericwavefront in a 3-manifold is nothing elsebut the image of a stablemapping on a closedsurface.The authorsof [2, 3] useda method introducedin [4] to
prove their results.This papergivesan elementaryand intuitive proof of the above
theorem.
Proof. The image of a stablemapping from a closedsurfaceto a 3-manifold has
only three types of singularities:cross-caps(Fig. l), normal crossing(Fig. 2), and
triple points (Fig. 3) (see[]). Their preimagesconsist of one, two, and three
points, respectively.Let A c. /(N) be the setof all singularpoints, thenA is closed
- A isa diffeomorphism.
and'f I N -f-r(A)--"f(N)
Now, let x cl be the set
of cross-capsand Z the set of triple points. Then ,4 - (X v I) decomposesinto
connectedcomponentswith or without boundaries,i.e., the normal crossingsegmentsand the normal crossingcircles.Denote the set of norrnal crossingsegments
by Z and the set of normal crossingcirclesby W. BecauseN is compact,X, y,
Z, and W are finite.Denotea: #X : C(f), b : #Y : T(f), c : #2, and
d: #W.
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Now we construct a triangulation on /(N). If W is not empty, we take two
points from eachnormal crossingcircle,thus getting a set S. Note that # S :2d
and W - S consistsof 2d normal crossingsegments.Now, we take X ru I v,S to
into
be the verticesand Z v (W - S) to be l-simplexes.If /(N) - ,4 decomposes
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2-simplexes,we are finished.If this is not the case,we may add asmany points and
segmentsin /(N) - A as necessaryto get a triangulation on /(N). Supposethe
numberof points addedis r, the numberof segmentsaddedis s, and the number of
2-simplexesin the resultingtriangulation is t. Then we have
6VWD:(arb+2d *r)- (c*2d+s)+l
:(a-rb-c)+(r-sf/).
Now, it is obvious that f inducesa triangulation on N by pull-pack of the
triangulationon /(ff). In this inducedtriangulation,there are al3b+4d +r
vertices,2c + 4d * s l-simplexes,and t 2-simplexes.Hence,we have
r(N) : (a I 3b + 4d + r) - (2c+ 4d + s) + t
:(at3b-2c)1(r-s*/)

: 6UWD* 2b- c.

(l)

Each normal crossingsegmentin Z has two end points. The two points are
differentbecauseof stability. They are either cross-capsor triple points. Note that
a cross-capbelongsto only one segment,while a triple point belongsto six segments.Therefore,the following relation holds:
2c:a*6b.
From (1) and (2),the formula is proved.

(2)
I

Remark.Using the sameidea, one can easilyprove anotherresultin [2].
Theorem2. Let N be a closedn-manifuld,P a (2n-l)-manifold, n>3.
f : N -- P is a smoothstablemapping,thenwe haue

If

x(N)*Ic(f),
x(.f(N)):
where C(f) is the number of cross-capsof f .
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